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 Innovative 
Learning 

Opportunities



Play in the primary classroom 

❖ Creativity is as important as literacy
❖ Fostering connections between peers
❖ Building confidence - Enable children to develop self-confidence, learn to negotiate the 

complex rules of working together
❖ Play provides opportunities for children to make sense of their universe
❖ Teacher acts as facilitator to play & learning - constructive play - dialogue and plan for 

learning driven by student interest

“I want my children to understand the world, but not just because the world is fascinating and the human mind is 
curious. I want them to understand it so that they will be positioned to make it a better place” -Howard Gardner



Children explored the 
carpets independently. 

This student is counting 
by ones to 30 and is 
noticing patterns in 
number and color.

Learning why some 
numbers do not follow a 

pattern...

During a lesson on 
number identification 
and skip counting, this 
friend discovers that 
some numbers can be 
counted by both twos 
and threes!

SideWalk Math 
“Count By…” Carpet



By placing an item on 
each rectangle, 
students learn about 
how numbers relate to 
each other, practice 
counting, and compare 
quantities.

Discovering that each 
number in the pattern 

increases by one.

Developing number 
sense through color, 
pattern, and movement 
is effective, engaging, 
and so much fun!

SideWalk Math 
“Counting Things” Carpet



The shape pattern on 
each number rug has a 
corresponding number 
of points or sides. 
Shapes past 6 are 
layered to show how 
quantities combine to 
make larger quantities.

Sequencing has never 
been so engaging!

Children made their own 
Counting Dragons 
patterns. They 
practiced counting, 
sequencing, and writing 
their numbers to twelve.

SideWalk Math 
“Counting Dragons” Carpet



October Placentinkers - The Most Magnificent Thing by Ashley Spires
Create the most Magnificent thing for Peppy using Empathy



November Placentinkers - Iggy Peck Architect By Andrea Beaty
Design and build a bridge using Empathy



December Placentinkers Breakerspace -  It’s Only Stanley  By Jon Agee
Take-apart tinker tables and Exploration Centers



 Teaching All 
Students



Daily 5 in Placentino Classrooms

Students Read to Self 
and Read with a 
Partner

Individualized student 
book bins



Daily 5 in Placentino 
Classrooms

Reading on RAZ Kids

In RAZ Kids, children read 
or listen to books online 
and engage activities 
that improve 
comprehension.

Listening to Reading

Early readers listen to expressive 
reading to develop fluency and improve 
comprehension. When listening is 
partnered with print language (books) 
these skills are integrated.



Daily 5 in Placentino Classrooms

Writing About Reading

Students engaged in collaborative writing 
as part of the Daily 5 Writing About 
Reading station.

Word Work

A Word Work activity in which students 
use letter stamps and write to practice 
spelling words.



Co-Teaching



 Social Emotional 
Health 



Yoga and Mindfulness



Growth Mindset



 Communication



Communication 


